Instructions

- Homework will NOT be accepted through email or in person. Homework must be submitted through CourseWare BEFORE the deadline.
- The multiple-choice questions can be found on the course calendar at http://www.casa.uh.edu. Submit the assignment in the "EMCF" tab and choose ehw 1.
- Upload the written section of the assignment at http://www.casa.uh.edu under "Assignments" and choose whw 1.

The first written assignment will just be a check to make sure you can upload an assignment properly into CASA. You will get an extra 5 pts on the week 1 homework grade for doing this correctly. Print this page and write your full name, ID number and class (MATH 2433 Section 15761) in the space below, scan or take a picture (don’t type this up, we want to make sure we can read your handwriting), then upload under the Assignments tab on www.casa.uh.edu. Your assignment MUST be correctly oriented once uploaded (not sideways or upside down).